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ABSTRACT
Objectives: The objective of this study was to examine the formation of wellness perceptions and satisfaction from antecedents that explain
various attributes regarding service quality perceptions about doctors by patients. The topic is of contemporary relevance as health-care firms
are reengineering their competencies to deliver personalized health services to for unmatched experience to develop long-term relationships with
patients.
Methods: Responses from 280 patients about service quality attributes of doctors, wellness perceptions, and their satisfaction are collected using a
structured questionnaire. An exploratory factor analysis was performed using SPSS. 20 to identify significant dimensions of doctor’s service quality.
The theoretical model developed with these dimensions, wellness perceptions, and patient satisfaction was estimated using partial least square-based
structural equation modeling approach to test hypotheses about linkages among these constructs.
Results: The dimension structure of doctor’s service quality contained constructs such as “price affordability of medicines,” “quality of diagnosis,”
“interaction quality of doctor,” “appropriateness of tests prescribed,” and “quality of usage prescriptions.” These service quality dimensions of doctor
significantly develop wellness perceptions and satisfaction among patients. Wellness perceptions act as a mediator in satisfaction development.
Conclusions: Patient satisfaction and wellness perceptions are of primary importance in improving service quality in health care and to remain
competitive. The health-care firms should train their professionals to interact with the patients more efficiently by adhering to the philosophy of
patient centeredness in their service process.

Key words: Price affordability of medicines, Quality of diagnosis, Interaction quality of doctor, Appropriateness of tests prescribed, Quality of usage
prescriptions, Patient centeredness.
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INTRODUCTION
The Indian health-care sector is expected to register a compound
annual growth rate of 22.9% during 2015–2020 to reach a market size
of US$ 280 billion [1]. The key contributors to this growth are rising
income levels, improved health awareness, increased precedence of
lifestyle diseases, and improved access to insurance [2]. India enjoys a
competitive advantage in well-trained medical professionals. Treatment
cost in India compared to peers in Asia and Western countries is less.
Health-care services and pharmaceuticals contribute around 75% of
the total health-care market. The Indian pharmaceutical companies
through a series of mergers have enriched their competitiveness to
become the favorable manufacturing hub for medicines in the world.

The health-care industry has undergone paradigm transitions in its
structure. Now, the emphasis on customer orientation has become
a prominent strategy for competitiveness and market success. In the
pharmaceutical industry, technology adoptions and innovative drug
research have resulted in the discovery of various generic medicines.
The health-care protection has now extended to the majority of the
population through exemplary policy initiatives of governments.
Insurance in the health sector is fast penetrating to offer support to
more customers. Personalized medicine and targeted therapies are
some of the new trends in the market. The emerging trends are capable
of altering the economic model of firms, and in the transition, the role of
health-care professionals is going to be more critical.
The rationale behind the study
Markets are created and defined to cater to the growing needs of the
customers. Marketers, over a period, try to reconcile with evolving

complexities in the business environment and formulate their strategies
for growth. In health care, the veto power of consumers in the selection
of medicines is limited, since they are choosing drugs prescribed
by a health-care professional. However, meeting their expectations
of wellness, from the prescriptions, has due importance. These
expectations relate to doctor’s responsiveness, quality of treatment,
fast relief from health problems, better service quality from hospitals,
less risk from medications, etc. The concept of customer experience,
though extensively studied in the service context, has no definite clue
in health care. Customer experience is the aggregate of experiences
perceived by the customer in his interaction with the service provider
over the lifetime of the relationship. In health care, customer experience
depends on health professional, the hospital environment, and the
medicines prescribed for wellness. To ensure unmatched customer
experience, the marketers should get right insights from patients about
various attributes that satisfy them.
Awareness about attributes that create lasting experiences can help in
devising strategies to accelerate prevailing growth trends. Assessing
and estimating patient satisfaction and introducing timely initiatives to
address issues are a significant step in the direction of service quality
management in health care. This study proposes that the “doctor,” being
the most critical person in the health-care industry, plays a significant
role in imparting patient satisfaction. Hence, the scope of this study
is to examine service quality perceptions about doctors in developing
wellness perceptions and satisfaction to patients. We expect that the
information on doctor-related attributes, significant in satisfaction
framework of patients, will help health-care professionals in designing
tailor-made training programs for improving service quality in health
care. Therefore, the objectives of this study are two: First, to explore
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the specific factors that determine service quality perceptions about
doctors, and second, to critically analyze the relationship between so
identified factors with wellness perceptions and satisfaction of patients.
METHODS

Observations from previous studies
The root of excellent patient experience relies mostly on patient
satisfaction [3] received from doctors, hospitals, and medicines.
Patients’ satisfaction defines the extent to which general healthcare needs and condition-specific needs are met [4] on undergoing
treatment. Assessing patient satisfaction is relevant, as satisfied
patients express higher willingness to comply with treatment
requirements [5], obey instructions of health-care professionals [6], and
continue to remain with health-care service provider [7]. Furthermore,
assessing patient satisfaction will benefit health-care service providers
in multiple ways. The benefits include information on potential areas of
service improvement [8]; clarity in drafting a patient-oriented service
design [9]; ensuring quality care in health services [10]; in training
health-care professionals [11]; and in new product development
including personalized medicines [12].

Wellness perceptions can significantly alter the quality beliefs
and satisfaction of patients. Wellness perceptions develop an
equilibrium from the interplay among six dimensions of
wellness
such
as physical, psychological, spiritual, social,
emotional,
and
intellectual [13,14]. Disturbance in any of the
dimensions may result in an imbalance and the ability restore the
balance with the help of a health-care practitioner decides the
satisfaction of patients. Wellness perceptions demonstrate a belief
that imparts a sense of health regain. Wellness perceptions depend
on factors such as health conditions of individuals, physical
environment, genetic reasons, working conditions, and health- care
system [15]. Wellness perceptions emerge from illness experience and
quality of wellness programs [16]. Health is a passive component and
wellness is the active component of a single concept [17] that
captures overall wellbeingness of an individual.
Customer satisfaction is a primary principle in quality
philosophies [18]. Satisfaction results in profitability, increased market
share, employee and physician productivity, retention, and reduction
of malpractice lawsuits [19]. In many occasions, non-clinical aspects of
care than clinical elements develop better customer experience. Various
attributes generate satisfaction among patients. Hospital Consumer
Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems have identified nine
critical areas as necessary in creating patient satisfaction. Three major
areas in this list are related to quality communication by doctors, nurses,
and about medicines. Two areas of importance are about quietness and
cleanliness of hospital environment. Other areas are responsiveness of
hospital staff, pain management, discharge information, and transition
of care [20]. Quality of interactions with health-care team, quick
responsiveness of staff, the hospital environment, and pain control
practices [21] significantly develop satisfaction. Physician-patient
communication [22], service environment, cultural integrations,
and recovery speed [23] also merit consideration in the satisfaction
framework.
Inadequate satisfaction can lead to switching over intentions in the
presence of even a modest motivator, such as getting a better price
and finding a more convenient location [24]. The ultimate patient
satisfaction lies in creating patient value and in managing patient
relationships [25]. Better value perceptions come from judgments
comparing what accrued benefits (e.g. performance) to the acquisition
costs (e.g., financial, psychological, and effort) [26]. Treatment
experiences turn to be frustrating when faced with unexpected
treatment cost, the occurrence of side effects from medication,
confusing drug information, inconvenient pharmacy hours, lack of
social/emotional support, unfriendly health-care professionals, difficult
payment/reimbursement, and long wait times. Furthermore, patients’
satisfaction as seen by the patient is critically important in formulating
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efficient to health-care delivery systems [27]. Hence, patientcentrism [28] becomes a core concept in the health-care industry, and
in such a philosophy, doctors play a significant role. Therefore, patientcentric approaches in health care should start from doctors, and it is
imperative that such aspects should have importance in the training of
health-care professionals.

It emerges from above deliberations that the dynamics of patients’
perception of quality are little different in health care compared to other
service settings. Hence, to remain competitive, firms should identify
problem areas and improve service standards that impart trust and
value to patients. Implicitly or explicitly, there is a positive correlation
between quality of service offered and attributes related to the hospital,
health-care personnel, and medicines. These aspects help in attaining
the desired outcome that meets patient expectations and satisfies them.
Thus, a significant antecedent that develops patient satisfaction relates
to doctors and their attitude toward patients. The quality of interactions
with physicians and other factors related diagnosis and prescriptions
improves wellness perception to result in satisfaction.

Major constructs used in the study
Quality equations in health care are outcomes of effective interactions
between patient and various health-care professionals such as doctors,
nurses, pharmacists, and other support personnel. Importance of
effective communication with health-care professionals in ensuring
satisfaction is well-documented [29-31]. Excellent and compassionate
communication improves psychological health and makes patients
feel relaxed [32]. A proper and humane approach, clear explanations
about treatment, demonstration of proper concern, prompt resolution
of requests, and appropriately addressing the patient queries make
patient satisfied [33]. Information is highly relevant to satisfy patients.
They expect proper information on treatment process, medicines, and
its usage details. The clarity and appropriateness of the information
provided in discharge summaries increase patient understanding about
medications and make them satisfied [34]. All the above factors were
one way or other linked to the quality of interactions.

Safety perceptions of the patients have a significant effect on their
satisfaction [35]. Even though safety perceptions of patients are
complicated to understand, a general belief is that patients expect safety
in clinical procedures, prescription, hygiene, and no side effects of the
medication. Drugs prescribed constitute a significant factor in patient
satisfaction. The outcome of a treatment process depends on the quality
of medicines and its’ usage prescriptions. With the advent of many
formulations under different brand names and generic equivalent of
them, the patient’s confusions have increased considerably. Quality and
safety of generic medicines are causing an impact on patient satisfaction
significantly. The assurance offered by doctors in this regard gives
confidence to the patient about generic drugs [36]. Cost of medication
forms a significant share of total medical expenses [37] and accounts
for up to 80% of medical expenditure. Easy availability [38] and price
affordability of medicines (PAoM) are therefore relevant factors that
influence patient satisfaction. Patients usually believe that doctor
knows about medicines more than pharmacists [39]. Therefore, patients
evaluate the quality of a doctor regarding his knowledge toward drugs,
his compassionate behavior, and diagnosing skills as more critical for
wellness perceptions.
The above observations helped to conclude on the main constructs
for this study. They are the service quality of doctor, wellness, and
satisfaction as perceived by patients. The theoretical perspective
behind this study postulates that patient satisfaction is an outcome
of perceived doctor’s service quality mediated through wellness
perceptions of the patients.

Operationalization of constructs
This study analyzed the relationships between constructs that represent
beliefs and attitudes of patients. These beliefs are abstract and not
directly measurable. Hence, previous studies were reviewed to identify
451
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appropriate indicators that will measure the constructs. Two forms of
relationships such as indicators assumed as reflections of the latent
construct and indicators account for the formation of a construct [40] are
explained in the literature. Thus, the indicators can be reflective
or formative, and the choice depends on the research objectives,
theoretical justification, and experimental conditions [41]. An expert
panel reviewed and shortlisted 17 items that explain service quality
of the doctor about his interaction, diagnosis, prescriptions, and drug
recommendations. Wellness perception scale was designed as a multiple
item one in which three items were adapted from perceived wellness
scale [13] and two items as suggested by experts. Similarly, patient
satisfaction was measured using five contextually relevant reflective
items proposed by experts. A formative conceptualization was ideal
for wellness perceptions since correlations among indicators are not
expected [42]. Indicators of doctor quality were reflective and assumed
to have a multidimensional structure. The final conceptualization of the
theory that explains patient satisfaction was finalized after identifying
the dimension/factor structure of doctor’s service quality.
Research methodology
The study was descriptive and used cross-sectional data from a sample
size of 280 respondents collected using a structured questionnaire. The
questionnaire had two parts. The first part included questions to elicit
details related to the demographic profile of the patients such as name,
age, gender, qualification, annual income. The second part comprised
27 questions related to all indicators used for measurement. The
questions were as closed-ended questions, where the respondents need
to make their response on a 5-point Likert scale, varying from “strongly
disagree” to “strongly agree.” The selection of respondents was on
a random basis by approaching them at different hospitals in Kochi,
Kerala. To obtain natural responses reflecting personal experience of
respondents, all the questions started with “doctors I consulted.”
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Factor structure of service quality of doctor
Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) using SPSS. 20 produced Kaiser–
Meyer–Olkin measure of sampling adequacy of 0.783, which is above
the recommended value of 0.6, and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was
significant (χ2 (136)=1060.58, p<0.05). Also, the communalities were
all above 0.3, confirming that each item shared some common variance
with other items. All these observations justified the use of factor
analysis. Principle component analysis is more useful when the primary
purpose is to identify the distinct factors that comprise doctor’s service
quality. The estimation using varimax rotation produced a five-factor
solution, which explained 66% of the variance. The factor names
suggested are capable of representing the common theme contained
in each combination of items extracted after EFA. Table 1 presents the
relevant output from EFA’s and descriptive statistics of all items used
in the study.

The naming of the factors
The first factor contained items that revealed capabilities of the
doctor in recommending medicines that are affordable. Hence, this
factor was named as “PAoM” to define the ability of the doctor to
identify and recommend brands of drugs which are price affordable
to patients. The second factor explained diagnostic capabilities of
the physician in finding exact reasons for illness and performing
satisfactory examinations. Hence, named as “quality of diagnosis”
(QoD). The third factor depicted the quality of communication
between patient and doctor. This factor is named as “interaction
quality of doctor” (IQoD). The fourth factor explained patients’
perceptions about the appropriateness of tests prescribed (AoTP)
for diagnosing illness. Hence, this factor is named as “AoTP.” The last
factor represented the “quality of usage prescriptions” (QoUP) that
a doctor gives in writing to patients to understand the mode and
schedule of medication.

Table 1: Item descriptive and factor loadings

Quality attributes of doctor (reflective)
Doctor related attributes
Carefully listened to my problems
Clarified all my concerns
Offered proper advice for fast recovery
Found out reasons for my illness correctly
Correct tests required to find reasons for my illness
Conducted physical examinations carefully
Spent enough time for diagnosing my illness
Explained clearly about illness
Prescribed medicines which I could afford
Were aware of affordable brands of medicines
Doctors I consulted gave confidence to patients to use
affordable brands
Usage prescriptions were easy to understand
Written usage prescriptions were clear and legible
Minimum tests to find out reasons for illness
Explained clearly why prescribed tests are required
Explains test results and cleared all doubts
Wellness perceptions (formative)
Emotional relief
Physical relief
Psychological support
Confidence inducing
Relief to near ones
Patient satisfaction (reflective)
Doctors attitude was as expected
Satisfied with diagnosis
Satisfied with overall outcome of treatment
Satisfied with formalities in booking
consultation (dropped)
Professional approach

Mean±SD
PAoM
3.31±0.915
3.11±1.035
3.42±0.83
3.83±1.089
3.86±0.925
4.47±0.671
4.3±0.913
3.59±0.816
4.06±0.974
3.89±0.99
3.87±1.034
4.26±0.737
3.99±0.769
4.08±0.821
4.03±0.71
3.94±0.783

Factors and loadings
QoD

0.665
0.701
0.523
0.748
0.809
0.817
0.71

4.2±0.858
3.93±0.796
3.73±0.823
4.08±0.806
3.7±0.894

Loadings
0.294
0.321
0.35
0.322
0.287

3.63±0.979

0.308

3.01±0.984
3.94±0.703
3.93±0.794
2.24±0.707

IQoD

AoTP

QoUP

0.669
0.745
0.6
0.69

0.677
0.745
0.777

0.782
0.748

0.699
0.684
0.697

SD: Standard deviation, PAoM: Price affordability of medicines, QoD: Quality of diagnosis, IQoD: Interaction quality of doctor, AoTP: Appropriateness of tests prescribed,
QoUP: Quality of usage prescriptions
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The confirmatory phase of the factor analysis was performed in the next
stage to examine the validity/reliability statistics of above-identified
dimensions.

Examination of validity and reliability of factor structure
To confirm generalization of the factor structure identified in EFA,
a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using AMOS 22 was used. CFA
requires data to have adequate multivariate normality. Even though
normality deviations noticed, such deviations were non-problematic
since absolute skewness and kurtosis values at Univariate level
were <3 and 10 [43]. However, to moderate the effect of multivariate
non-normality, the maximum likelihood estimation, which is relatively
robust against departures from multivariate normality even in a small
manner [44,45], was applied with Bollen-Stine bootstrap procedure
in 500 samples. A CFA allows researchers to evaluate the degree to
which their measurements are consistent with actual data produced
by respondents using the scale. The reported fit indices and parameter
estimates confirmed that the model truly represents data and each
item is relevant in measuring the variable meant. The threshold
limits of fit criteria adopted were normed Chi-square (CMIN/df) <3,
standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) <0.08, goodness-offit index (GFI) >0.9, comparative fit index (CFI) >0.9, root mean square
error of approximation (RMSEA) <0.08, Pclose >0.05, and Hoetler
at 0.05 >200 [43]. Fig. 1 illustrates confirmed factor structure of all
attributes used to measure doctor quality.
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data for missing values, zero variance, and rank problems using
the preprocessing algorithm, all indicators were standardized. The
estimation algorithm for measurement models and structural model
was PLS regression and Warp2 basic algorithm, respectively. PLS
algorithm performs successive iterations till the loadings become
stable [46]. Many relationships involving behavioral variables are nonlinear [47] model. In determining “p” values that verify the significance
of paths in the model, bootstrapping resampling method that maximizes
the variance explained by the latent variable indicators [42] is used.
Fig. 3 illustrates the estimated model with all path coefficients and
corresponding P values.
Reliability and validity assessment
WarpPLS 5.0 produces various fit measures for evaluating the
overall quality of the model. The average path coefficient (APC),
average R-squared, and average-adjusted R-squared (AARS) should
be statistically significant (p<0.05); average block variance inflation
factor (AVIF) and average full collinearity factor (AFVIF) should
be <3.3, to confirm adequate fit. The Tanenhaus goodness-of-fit (GoF)

The model emerged as one with adequate fit criteria (CMIN/df=1.54,
SRMR=0.048, GFI=0.93, CFI=0.944, RMSEA=0.044, Pclose=0.74, and
Hoetler at 0.05=228). The standardized loadings of items ranged
from 0.517 to 0.852 with t>1.96 to confirm item significance [45] and
suitability in measuring the construct [45]. The validity examination
of the constructs using Microsoft Excel-based validity concerns toolkit
developed by Prof. Gakingston could not find any validity challenges
as composite reliability (CR>0.7) and average variance extracted
(AVE>0.5) was above threshold values. Further, maximum shared
variance was less than AVE to confirm discriminant validity.
Research model
The dimensions of doctor’s service quality act as antecedents to
wellness perceptions and satisfaction of patients. On this logic, the
following theoretical model (Fig. 2) is conceptualized and proposed for
the estimation to examine the linkages prevailing among the constructs.
The various hypotheses proposed for estimating the strength of
relationships are as follows:

H1: Various dimensions of doctor’s quality such as PAoM, QoD, IQoD,
AoTP, and QoUP have significant relation with wellness perceptions
of patients.
H2: Various dimensions of doctor’s quality such as PAoM, QoD, IQoD,
AoTP, and QoUP have significant relation with patient satisfaction.
H3: Wellness perceptions significantly develop satisfaction to patients.
H 4: Wellness perceptions significantly mediate the formation of
satisfaction from PAoM, QoD, IQoD, AoTP, and QoUP.

Fig. 1: Confirmatory model of doctor’s service quality attributes

RESULTS

Respondent’s demographic characteristics
The sample had 42% of male and 58% of female. The age range was from
22 to over 68. Dominant respondents (33.2%) were of the age group 31–45
followed by the age group of 46–60 (26.3%). Majority of the respondents
fall in the income bracket of Rs 25,000–50,000 (36.5%) followed by
income bracket of Rs 50,000–75,000 (32%). Similarly, the majority of the
respondents were graduates (46.8%) followed by postgraduates (22.6%).

Model estimation
A structural equation modeling approach using partial least square
(PLS)-based software Warp PLS 5.0 estimated the model. WarpPLS 5.0
can handle both reflective and formative constructs, and it produces
robust estimates even when the data deviates from normality and
sample size adequacy requirements. After verifying the quality of

Fig. 2: Research model
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regarding reliability and validity had acceptable levels to conclude on
causality assumptions.

that measures a model’s explanatory power [40] should be >0.36
to establish large fit [48]. Item relevance in measurement can be
ensured when all reflective indicators have loadings more than 0.5
with p<0.05 (Hair et al., 1998) and cross-loadings are <0.3. Similarly,
all formative indicators should have weights that are statistically
significant at p<0.05 and variance inflation factor <2.5 to rule out that
indicators measure the same facet of a formative construct [43]. The
above observations also confirmed the existence of convergent validity
in measurement. Positive values of R-squared, as well as Q-squared,
establish predictive validity. CR and Cronbach’s alpha values above 0.7
for reflective constructs and variance inflation factor <3.3 [40] for
formative constructs confirmed adequate reliability in measurements.
AVE above 0.5 concludes discriminant validity [49] of constructs. Full
collinearity VIFs of 3.3 or lower suggest the absence of multicollinearity
and common method bias [42]. The square root of AVE of all constructs
needs to be more than any of the correlations involved with a particular
latent variable to reaffirm discriminant validity [49].

Results of hypothesis tested
Table 2 presents the path estimates and results of first three hypotheses
tested. All the hypotheses proposed about the direct relationship
between variables were found significant at p<0.05 except for two
paths between QoUP to wellness and QoD to satisfaction. These paths
were significance only at 0.1 levels. A comparison of indirect effects,
direct effects, and total effects of different paths in the model offered
insights about mediating role of wellness perceptions.

Table 3 presents the indirect effects, direct effects, and total effects
as reported from the output of WarpPLS 5.0. The direct effect was
found significantly lower than the total effects on satisfaction, and
further, the indirect effects were significant at either 0.05 or 0.1
level. These observations supported the mediating effect of wellness
perceptions. Since direct effect was only dipping, the effect is of partial
mediation [50]. Thus, hypothesis H4 was supported.

The model emerged with significant fit values (APC=0.151; ARS=0.291;
AARS=0.277; GoF=0.396; AVIF=<3.3; AFVIF=<3.3). Values of CR,
Cronbach’s alpha, AVE, and VIF had values above threshold levels. The
R-squared, as well as Q-squared, was positive. All the observations

DISCUSSIONS

The major observations from this study are as follows: Service quality
perceptions about doctor positively influence wellness perceptions and
satisfaction of patients. The IQoD emerged as the most contributing
factor of wellness perceptions (β=0.19) followed by diagnosis skills
(β=0.16). Similarly, highest contributors of satisfaction are the
prescription of affordable medicines (β=0.24) and recommending
appropriate diagnosis tests (β=0.21). Highest indirect effect on
satisfaction is from IQoDs (β=0.04). Even though the causal power of
antecedents differs in magnitude, all of them are contributing toward
wellness perceptions and satisfaction.

The findings underline the observation that interactive consultations
that offer clarity to patients make them feel more relaxed and satisfied.
Any service is a co-creation process where service providers and the
customers participate in true spirit [51]. A doctor through his confidence
giving behavior ensures active participation of the patients. The
willingness exhibited by patients to honestly express their issues and
comply with the instructions of doctors improves the overall quality of

Fig. 3: Estimated research model

Table 2: Results of hypothesis testing
Hypothesis

Path

β

p

Result

H1

PAoM to wellness
QoD to wellness
IQoD to wellness
AoTP to wellness
QoUP to wellness
PAoM to satisfaction
QoD to satisfaction
IQoD to satisfaction
AoTP to satisfaction
QoUP to satisfaction
Wellness to satisfaction

0.118
0.163
0.186
0.135
0.087
0.252
0.087
0.104
0.212
0.106
0.216

0.043
0.015
<0.001
0.019
0.089
<0.001
0.073
0.024
<0.001
0.042
<0.001

accepted at 0.05 level
accepted at 0.05 level
accepted at 0.05 level
accepted at 0.05 level
accepted at 0.1 level
accepted at 0.05 level
accepted at 0.1 level
accepted at 0.05 level
accepted at 0.05 level
accepted at 0.05 level
accepted at 0.05 level

H2
H3

PAoM: Price affordability of medicines, QoD: Quality of diagnosis, IQoD: Interaction quality of doctor, AoTP: Appropriateness of tests prescribed, QoUP: Quality of usage
prescriptions

Table 3: Testing of hypothesis related to mediation

Constructs
PAoM
QoD
IQoD
AoTP
QoUP

Wellness

Sat

Satisfaction to wellness

Wellness to Sat

Direct effects

Indirect effects

Total effects

p values of total effect

0.118
0.163
0.186
0.135
0.087

0.216
0.216
0.216
0.216
0.216

0.252
0.087
0.104
0.212
0.106

0.026*
0.035**
0.04**
0.019**
0.029*

0.278
0.122
0.144
0.241
0.124

<0.01
0.02
0.004
<0.01
0.021

*Significant at 0.1 level, **significant at 0.05 level. PAoM: Price affordability of medicines, QoD: Quality of diagnosis, IQoD: Interaction quality of doctor,
AoTP: Appropriateness of tests prescribed, QoUP: Quality of usage prescriptions
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treatment. Effective interaction with doctor imparts trust perceptions
among patients about the procedures recommended. Effective ways
of communicating with patients without disturbing their confidence
level [52] are vital in the satisfaction framework. Most of the indicators
classified under each dimension were showing loadings above 0.65 except
the item referring to the quality of physical examinations. Furthermore,
one item used in satisfaction measurement, “formalities related booking
appointment with the doctor,” failed to get adequate loading for inclusion
in the model. Similarly, another item related to professional approach had
very low loadings. These are areas of potential attention for improving
satisfaction. The total effect of various antecedents significantly advances
due to the mediating role of wellness feelings. Quality perceptions in
medical service are more of intangible, and hence, a belief that the service
provider is trying to offer relaxation to mind and body of the patient can
increase satisfaction from quality dimensions.

The ability to offer excellent patient experience has evolved into a corecompetency concept to the service providers for sustained advantage in
health care. The patient centeredness [53] that encompasses qualities
of compassion, empathy, and responsiveness to the needs, values, and
expressed preferences of the individual patients is prominent themes for
the unmatched patient experience. Understanding the impact of above
attributes of patient satisfaction is critical for devising policies for better
performance of health-care firms [54]. Patient’s perception of doctors’
quality lies in many aspects. The doctor should understand the ways to
achieve patient centeredness. Patients have clear expectations regarding
the ideal role of physicians, and hence, their satisfaction to a great extent
depends on traits of professional skill, communication skill, professional
ethics, interpersonal skill, and personal characteristic displayed by a
doctor. Therefore, health-care industry should try to enhance professional
skills and communication attitudes of personnel to gain a competitive edge.
With the advent of the internet, customers have easy option to
get information on various risks attached to medications. Right
communication can therefore significantly develop trust among patients.
High levels of competition and globalization of the pharmaceutical
industry resulted in spreading of poor-quality medicines [55]. Now,
patients are highly skeptic about the quality of drugs advised by doctors.
Pharmaceutical representatives adopt many tactics to promote their
products and physicians are motivated to involve in their marketing
plan. Patient’s perception of doctor’s involvement in these activities
adversely affects their credibility.
Equitable access to safe and affordable medicines is crucial to the health
and well-being of people [56]. Affordability means something that can
be afforded and believed to be within one’s financial means. The patient
should get a feeling that the medicines are reasonably priced, and they
are getting the real value in return for what they pay. Doctors who
prescribe readily available and affordable drugs are considered more
trustworthy. The prescriptions written by the physician inform patients
about the medications and their usage details. The prescriptions should
be precise and readable for compliance. Doctors should prescribe
medicines only when adequate knowledge of the patient’s health is
obtained and feel that the drugs or treatment suggested will serve the
patient’s needs [57]. Such sensible prescription practices are expected
to enhance doctor’s credibility and increase patient satisfaction.
The indicators used to measure service quality attributes of doctors
in this study revealed that patients expect doctors to keep up the
timings, behave cordially, and communicate with clarity. Competence,
trustworthiness, and goodwill (caring) are identified to impart
credibility feel about physicians [58]. The belief that a doctor genuinely
cares for patient feelings gives satisfaction [59]. Patient compliance
with prescriptions is better when they perceive doctor as credible and
trustworthy [60]. Furthermore, credibility-enhancing cues in written
medical messages enhance patients’ confidence and compliance.
Practical implications
The emphasis on the quality of life is more evident in present-day
individuals, and the demand for health care is increasing. To respond
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positively to this changing environment, health-care service providers
should engage in organizational reengineering by improving internal
quality from doctors and other touch points in the service process.
Health-care sector needs to optimize their human resources regarding
knowledge, skills, and attitude. Doctors should be adequately informed
about the changes in the ecosystem and should be trained for
implementing a professional interactive medical service encounter for
patients. Given the mounting patient awareness, where information is
readily available to every customer to make reviews and comparisons,
a customer-oriented operational philosophy creates better value and
enhances patient satisfaction to encourage revisits so that sustainability
will not be at stake.
CONCLUSIONS

Ptient satisfaction is an individual’s perception that delivers a direct
opinion of the treatment received [61]. Many changes in the industry
landscape create more challenges for management professionals
in health care. The fierce competition and rising levels of patient
expectations necessitate the need to convert every encounter a
memorable experience to patients. The intangible nature of the service
compels professionals to engage in service delivery that appeals to
innate feelings of patients. Since patients significantly differ in their
demographics, cultural background, and values, a standard approach
to map their beliefs is difficult. The patient centeredness thus suffers a
major setback even when such philosophies are propagated. Therefore,
the doctor further becomes a central focus to showcase the patient
orientation philosophy of the firm. The interaction effect and treatment
effect on patients from the doctor can make the patient understand
the value of the firm. To develop more personalized services, hospital
administrators should try to identify different customer segments and
align their service process to suit the needs of each segment. The scope
of information technology may be utilized to develop platforms for
higher interaction with health-care professionals.

Limitations
This research had many limitations. First, the scope of the study was
limited to doctor-related factors in developing wellness perceptions
and satisfaction. Other factors influencing patient satisfaction such
as hospital environment, nature of the illness, and peer support
are not considered. Second, a major concern exists on the extent of
bias in responses due to the difference in demographic profiles of
respondents. Third, the primary data collected are likely to be affected
by defensiveness, distortions, sentiments, and other hidden behaviors of
respondents since the questions were about confidential beliefs. Finally,
the data were cross-sectional and thus may have only short-term validity
as the factors considered are general and dynamic. Future research in
this area should attempt to include hospital environment-related factors
also into the framework of patient satisfaction
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